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A Message from Sananda (Vol. 2: 70) June 29, 2008
No Compromise
From the Holy Spirit come these words. The Community to be built is of the New World. The ones beginning
this Community, sponsored by the World Mother, shall not compromise. There will be a New World
emerging through this community and this World will shine forth as the World of Sananda. The Temple will
rise high and reach the heavens, meet with the heavenly spheres, so that all who come to drink of My Spirit
on this land will know God instantly and be healed. Blessed are the ones who come and those who would
serve without compromise the New World Light.
(This will be the nature of my new assignment with the World Mother Office and Lord Sananda Jesus. Crystal)

A Dream
(by Susan Hunt)
One night I dreamt that I was giving a co-worker a ride
home (something which did happen in real life). But in the
dream, her home was in a valley on the other side of a steep
mountain.

Jesus. I knew that this focus would provide the car with
its clear direction once we left the road.
The car happily flew up and over the guardrail, soaring
through the misty night sky. Within a matter of seconds,
it approached the co- worker's home. As we held our
focus, it slowed and descended, coming to a rest gently
in front of her house. I was overjoyed. We had found a
fast, new way to travel by focusing on Jesus! I awoke
with a feeling of great joy and freedom

The night was dark and very misty; it was almost
impossible to see. I knew that I would have to work hard to
keep the car on the narrow mountain road, because in the
past, it had wanted to "jump over" the guardrail near the
top, which was dangerous because of a steep drop- off
below. I would need to focus and use all my will to steer the .
car on its correct path over the mountain.
Tonight, however, was different. As we approached the top
of the mountain, the thought occurred to me that I should
just "let go" of the steering wheel and let the car take its
own course! I felt I could do this because there was great
harmony between the co-worker and myself, and we both
loved and had great faith in God. So at the appropriate
time, as the car started to pull toward the guardrail, I let go
of the steering wheel. My co-worker and I bowed our
heads, laid our hands in our laps, and focused together on

As I contemplated the dream and its meaning, I realized
that the focus on Jesus is what made it all possible. I now
needed to put this focus into practice in my life. Since
then I have had several opportunities, when things get
"rough," to do as in the dream: let go (of the controls),
quiet myself, and focus on Jesus. In each situation it has
made a tremendous difference.
I believe this dream is a recipe for life!

An Encounter with the Inner Voice
(by David Cooper)
Whilst categorised by the government as 'in retirement', I outstanding tasks which had accumulated during the
have 5 small tasks that I perform for local authorities and a difficult family period. This came to 40 different tasks school, which may be termed as administrative. With none of which were overdue, though some were close
changing legislation these tasks have grown considerably to being urgent.
in the past year.
Within 48 hours I had completed 22 of these, and of the
With my focus drawn to grandson Chris and family issues, 18 remaining only 1 had a level of priority. A feeling of
the work in recent weeks took a backseat. Not only that but normality had returned.
my silent spiritual focus lost the regularity sustained over
I am blessed to have and know my Inner Voice - with
years.
silence and obedience it becomes my strength and
Early last week I awoke very early, and in that quietness power.'
and solitude communicated with my Inner Voice. As
instructed, I then went to my desk and wrote a list of all the
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ANGELS AND THE INNER VOICE (Cassette format Only)
As we are now drawn into a much deeper connection with the Angelic Kingdom, we are asked to become aware of
this connection and to exercise our angelic faculties, "We are designated as a creator planet." Fusion with the Inner
Voice lifts humanity into a world of light, the Christ Mind. Much information on the importance of the Inner Voice
alignment. 60 min.
http://www.shop.melchizedeklearning.com/product.sc?categoryId=-1&productId=295

LISTENING TO THE INNER VOICE (CD/MP3/Cassette format)
Part 2 of the instructions on the gathering of light and the processing out of the old dense
material world Intelligent energy when united with the Sun actualizes the new form of
light. 60 min.
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THE MELCHIZEDEK TEACHINGS OF
THE GREAT CENTRAL SUN SERIES (4 CDs)
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(60 mins)

http://www.shop.melchizedeklearning.com/product.sc?categoryId=25&productId=189

by
PATRICIA JEPSEN (Crystal)

#22-53 Listening To The Inner Voice
www.melchizedeklearning.com
Email: patriciajepsen@earthlink.net
1993 Patricia Jepsen

LESSON 8, INNER VOICE (CD/MP3/Cassette/Booklet/Ebooklet
formats)
Lesson Eight, Inner Voice, is the eigth of the Lessons in the College of New Learning
Series and is part of Degree I. Includes: Introduction * Suggestions for Study and
Contemplation * The Inner Voice * Creative Intent * Seek and You Will Find and All the
Universe Will Obey * I Give You Power * Stand in My Power and Decree with Me My
Word * Speak Your Decree * Even as You Move * Your Solar Self and the Inner Voice *
Some Words About Kundalini * Disciplines * The Priesthood * The Dissolving of
Illusion * Intelligent Listening * More Power * I AM the Omnipresence * The Sacred
Power of All Life * God Is One * A New Station in the Etheric * The Inner Voice:
Cooperative Intelligence * Higher Mathematics * The Testing Time * Be in the Now *
Affirmations * The Christ Voice * Glossary of Terms.
http://www.shop.melchizedeklearning.com/product.sc?categoryId=-1&productId=22

LESSON 19, IDENTITY (CD/MP3/Cassette/Booklet/Ebooklet
formats)
Lesson Nineteen, Identity, is the nineteenth of the Lessons in the College of New Learning
Series and is part of Degree I. Includes: Suggestions for Study and Contemplation * The
Divine You * The Divine You Who I AM * The Truth of Your Identity * The Unfoldment of
the Spiritual Self * The Transformation of the Form * The Great Announcement * The
Christ Force Supreme * Who Are Your Parents * Am I Not God in You?
http://www.shop.melchizedeklearning.com/product.sc?categoryId=-1&productId=521

New Books
Transformation! Learn the Law of transformation and the power of this soul calling. Previously a correspondence
course, Transformation offers six precious lessons on the rising and fulfilling of God in you as the I AM. 8 1/2" X 11",
spiral-bound. Cost is $20. Available through the online store.
Angels and Archangels This book is composed of two online workshops, Angels and Archangels and Your Guardian
Angel. You will be lifted into new understanding as you study the flight of the angels and their calling to you. 8 1/2" X
11", spiral-bound. Cost is US$25. Available through the online store.
*Your Guardian Angel Message (a one-page message from your Guardian Angel) adds a personal and loving touch
to the new angel book. ($25). Available with Angels and Archangels in the online store.
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A TREATISE ON THE INNER VOICE
(from the book “WRITING WITH THE
INNER VOICE”)

An Exercise
Open your journal.
Ask a question before you enter meditation and
EXPECT an answer. Know that the answer will be
revealed to you.

* Concentrate on God within you as your Inner
Voice. Ask that this Voice speak to you as living
Truth, your Higher Mind.

Relax.

* God is higher intelligence, a greater form of
your Self than you have realized. God connotes
Be-ing. God is the presence of a universal life
circuit within you as your Self.

All is well. Your Divine Counselor is with you; God
is on the other line of your telephone. He always
hears and He will answer as your Inner Voice.

* God and the Inner Voice are one. The Inner
Voice is the released energy from your Godhead.

Remember: I AM Divine Intelligence entering you
now.

* The Inner Voice is the fountain pen of God.

Write the answer that you receive from your
alignment with the Inner Voice. Remember that your
answer may come as an insight, a revelatory
experience, a thought, or a complete sentence. You
may even receive a whole paragraph! Be sensitive to
the communication as it unfolds within you. This is
your counselor and friend. You have nothing to fear
from your answers. They are made in love.

Thus writing with the Inner Voice is the highest form of
creative expression. Let us know this as we continue.
God as your Inner Voice never forces itself.
As you seek Me, I will come.
You must want or desire direct contact with your Inner
Voice. You open the door to your Higher Mind and the
potential genius that lies within you.
If you invite Me, I will come.
Listen to the Voice in meditation and concentrate on it
as it speaks to you. Often it will speak to you following
meditation. Expect communication with your Inner
Voice. Acknowledge it and know that it will speak. The
place you make for your Inner Voice will be filled. There
must be room for Me to speak.
Man speaks to God that he might know himself better.
God speaks to man that he might know the divinity
within himself.

Enter meditation in perfect peace.

WRITING WITH THE INNER VOICE
(Extracts from the book - Writing with the Inner
Voice)
* Learn how to access Divine Intuition and express it
from your GodSelf.
* There is a degree of intuition called the Inner Voice
that vibrates as your higher consciousness, deeper
awareness and Christ Mind.
* Patricia Jepsen will personally guide you into your
alignment with the Inner Voice by alignment and
writing exercises.

* These lessons will help you to interpret your own
dreams, access your soul record and recall your
I AM increasing the Energy through the Inner Voice. meetings with the Master. The living Spirit of God
It doubles in strength. Higher Mind will show itself lives within you. Access this Mind.
and be known! The Solar Energy increases all over
* Also, if you have been "channeling" and now want
the Earth. You have a friend in Jesus! Solen Aum
to move to a higher degree of personal responsibility
Solen.
and GodSelf alignment, these lessons are
June 30, 2008
recommended.

A Message from Sananda (Vol. 2: 70)

TABLE OF CONTENTS
These daily Scripts can be subscribed to by emailing
patriciajepsen@earthlink.net. Suggested donation is
$12 monthly. If you have not subscribed, please contact
the University if you would like to continue receiving
these Scripts.

Your Journal - Alignment with the Inner Voice Intuition, The First Degree - Higher Mind Activity The Restoration of Your Voice in You - Alignment
with the Christ Truth - Intuitive Divinity, The
Second Degree
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“Voices” and “The Inner Voice”
(from THE GODSELF page 251 – 252)

“Voices" and My Inner Voice are not the same. The birth
and the release of the one true Inner Voice bring calmness,
one-centeredness, a universal perspective and self-mastery.
Let go of any desire to hear Me speak through another. Let
go of any kind of dependence on others. You must hear Me
in you. As you hear Me, you agree with Me. We become one
in this Voice, which lifts you into My Sonship of light and
love. Any dependence on another will disassociate you from
My true Voice. The creative power will not manifest in Its
divine intent. The Voice of Truth - Order of Melchizedek is heard in and through many religions and philosophies. It is
the Voice of My union in life. You will discern My Voice by
Its sacred rhythm. There is great power in My Voice, and
much love. I realize all life in Me and thus all life is blessed.
All life listens to My Voice as It is spoken through you as I
AM.
When I speak, I bring My Holy Spirit with Me and you
know. Jesus has said that his sheep know his voice. He means
that there is an actual presence that resonates within the Inner
Voice that testifies to the Truth. This is the Spirit of Truth. I
bear witness to My own Being.
Ask for My Spirit of Truth. Ask for confirmation always
and know that it will be forthcoming. Know that My
Presence must testify to Itself. That is My Word. I bring
union, consummation and embodiment. I create as I speak; I
vibrate as I sound. When you do not have My Presence
identifying Itself through the message, take no heed to that
which is imparted. My Presence is love. I stand with My
word. I release Myself into you as love. I AM the Holy Spirit
revealed. Such is My life in you.
Points To Remember
1) We together are one, for My Inner Voice becomes
your voice and Christ your vibration. The trance
medium gives himself/herself to a particular spirit
or entity, often losing consciousness as the message

is given. Be one with Me, your Thought Adjuster,
completely conscious of Me in you. Remember I AM
your Mind. The key to liberation is here.
2) As you agree with Me, we work together, you and I,
as one. As we walk together, voicing together, then
we become fused as one body, one light, one mind.
You become like Jesus, speaking in the rhythm of
God, after the Order of Melchizedek. You
consciously accept the GodSelf as your own being.
3) My Voice will cause you to stand firmly on the
ground, conscious of earth beneath your feet.
Vibrations may run through your body as I release
My given Thought, vibrations of My pure Being. I
will stabilize you.
4) Every word that I send to you must be vibrated
through your heart and mind in perfect harmony.
No swaying nor collapsing underneath My words.
No silliness of any kind. Every muscle of your
body must be equipped to sanctify My vibration,
My glory. I vibrate form. Stand on your own feet
and be.
5) My word is formed for the good of all. My Spirit
covers all. The second birth is the embodiment of
this truth. My decree goes out and embodies. It
forms of Itself. Never release your physical-etheric
body to another. In ascension, you agree with the
One and you are that One in dimensional
frequency. That is the embodiment of the GodSelf
"I AM."
6) I AM the living church. I testify to My nature in you
by decree. I release no false information, nor do you
become confused. If you seek accolades or
applause, you may cause a coloring of My Inner
Voice. I choose to come through clearly and with
Continued on page 10
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The Thought Adjuster
(University Papers no. 56)

Enter that place within your heart and mind where the God
Center dwells, and behold the Light within you. There AM I.
This consciousness of union creates the circle, divine union.
And in this Union is all life conceived, nourished as the
Supreme or Beingness. Thus comes the great initiative of
your Life: to conceive the Son.
Enter now this consciousness of indwelling Creator where I
AM. In this way do all things come to pass as "good." For
there is only that in Me
Remembering the face of Jesus (Divine Blueprint and Key
to your own divinity) is written and alive, recorded in every
cell, every molecule, every atom of your physical form ... be
conscious of your reality in every pore of your being.
Come 'home' to Me in this way. Let God in you actualize in vital
expression. I have recoded you into the highest form possible for this
time.
The Light of I AM is in you and there is no darkness (ignorance).
I AM canceling out all shame in My Universe. And you are at peace in
a never-ending flow of My Being.
Thus comes the word and the word is given supremely as released
Consciousness upon the flesh.
AND NOW, SAITH THE LORD, THE WORD IS
MINE...
From the Melchizedek Glossary of Terms this definition of
the Thought Adjuster comes ... The focus of Intelligence in
man. The Father's Life Spirit in you as Divine Intelligence.
Voice of Christ within the soul of man; My Consciousness
made manifest in you. The revelation concerning the
Thought Adjuster was first given in The Urantia Book,
where it reveals that the Thought Adjuster is the Father
Fragment.
First, let us consider the name: Thought Adjuster. In this
name we learn to understand that grace has penetrated our
thoughts. What a glorious premise this is! How beckoning is
its promise! The name "Thought Adjuster" gives us the
understanding of the activity of the Father Fragment that
abides with us. The Thought Adjuster will adjust our
thoughts or: in the creative fire, Give us the Word, the
Omnipresence of God.
When we give it that breath and that recognition, we are
activating Mind-centeredness, that ability to be one with
God in thought. It really distributes our thoughts so that we

coordinate with the GodSelf and the rhythms of the
Universe.
This union with the Thought Adjuster aids us in our
resurrection and ascension and recreates for us the divine
one as our Christ within. It is the frequency of God in us.
There are those of you who have complained that you have
trouble meditating. Some of you tell me that you are not able
to concentrate and to quiet your mind. Try this:
Acknowledge your Thought Adjuster, invite "Him" into
your consciousness and into your meditation. The
Melchizedek Glossary of Terms says: It is the role of the
Adjuster (Parent Flame) to lead you on to higher horizons,
greater focus and deliberate unity with the Father.
LEAVING THE OLD
Even as we are reaching up, or reaching within, we have that
presence of God - that Divine Stabilizer - reaching out to us
in ways that we cannot even begin to understand.
And so, we have a coming together in oneness, in confirmed
unity. Always remember that God in you wants fusion,
wants oneness even as you want oneness with God. In all
ways you work together in a coordinate spirit of universal
love and life. It is a beautiful dance of My Name. This
conscious realization that you are one with God is the glory
supreme. This realization flashes through the Universe and
gladdens the spirit of all universe creatures.
The Thought Adjuster, the Divine Stabilizer, indwells the
human mind. As the Creative Power - the supreme Daughter
of the Universe - connects with the Thought or God
Consciousness, reality is born. New levels of creation
emerge. God is on the field once again.
The closer you come to the Thought Adjuster, the more you
know I AM God. When you can look at these words: I have
come, and know the Truth of Being, what then? Are you not
brought to the understanding that the "I" that has come, is
the Christ radiation of yourself ? Have you not turned the
key to Jesus' presence? The Master tells us in His ministry
through us, "I and the Father are one." Is this not the
revelation of the Adjuster also? What is this "I" that has
come? It is the presence of your own GodSelf. It is the
GodSelf emerged or vitalized. Some say it is the "second
coming of Christ."
As you become aware, and invite that Presence to attend
you, invite that Presence to shine and glorify Itself through
you as you, the love will fill your being of God the Father.
You will sense that person of the Adjuster - the spiritual
essence of the Father God - and there will be Truth in your
system once again.
LIVING WITH GOD
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holy: It is divine registration of your Thought Adjuster
in YOU. The intuition is recognized within the initiate
self as a spirally spiritual force, a governing thought. It
is the degree of Universal Mind. Here you begin to
learn about "the Mother."
In the third degree - that of "Christ Jesus," or Divine
Intuition - there is no separation. Truly "The Father
and I are one." You and the Inner Voice are at-one.
You are one will. This frees the Adjuster to Be in
tremendous power within you. It is the radiation of the
supreme one. The Voice of Christ in you and you are
one. This brings forth the Melchizedek Power.
No longer is there a Voice telling you. You are fused.
You are one with that Thought Adjuster, that Higher
Mind consistency.
When you can understand that the Father Fragment or
Thought Adjuster is ever-present and desires to fuse
with you - to be one with you, then you can sense to
some degree the program of Paradise attainment. The
blessings of God are forever rising in you and
spreading their light in your path.
It is the Thought Adjuster's task to stay with you and to
bring you home. The desire of the "Father within" is
that you follow His will, the will of the Creator in you.
This is the divine plan. The Adjuster calls you to move
as rapidly as possible into those all- embracing arms.
As the degree is reached, that of Christ Jesus, Divine
Intuition, My Voice becomes your Voice. And in this
way we are merged. And we are given breath to Be. No
longer will you seek the Inner Voice, divine
Intelligence. As you stabilize in this degree, you have
become the mind Intelligence. Yes, the Father and "I"
are one. It is to this Place - so designated by the Father
Who loves His creation - that the University of
THE THOUGHT ADJUSTER IS THE INNER
Melchizedek (here and now) seeks to guide its
VOICE...
students. When you sit in attendance to this Supreme
Voice within you, the Father within, the Thought
For those of you who have read the Book of Life by Minerva (a Adjuster, you are then truly taking up the ordination
series of 3 books), you will remember that Minerva speaks of of the Priesthood of Melchizedek: when your will and
three degrees or initiate possibilities. Three points of progress. God's will become one as I.
These three are: Jesus, Jesus Christ and Christ Jesus. This, in
reality, can be understood as the evolving union with the
ADJUSTER COOPERATION
Thought Adjuster. "Jesus" is likened to Intuition: that call of
Spirit to listen and to harvest a great name. That is the powerful
program you are beginning to seek as you 'tune in'. The Creative
When you go to bed tonight - there in the quiet of your
Power then begins to reorganize your life. The patterns are
bedroom - give your thoughts to Me that I might be
adjusted.
your thought. Ask the Thought Adjuster to be with
The second portion is that called "Jesus Christ." Here we have you. You will be filled with light. "Ask and you will be
the Blessed Savior beginning to penetrate that Voice. I WILL BE answered. Seek and you will find." Closer than
HEARD! This is the direct Voice of God or the Thought breathing. That is how close I AM. Open to experience
Adjuster. It can be called "Intuitive Divinity." Intuition becomes
Have you had experiences where you receive a thought wave that
is powerfully pure, purposefully right and keenly direct? That is
contact with your Thought Adjuster. It is the right rhythm of
creation. Sometimes this contact is a frequency push, a little
nudge to do it this way, not that way; to go here, not there. As you
begin to become more and more conscious of My Spirit in you,
the higher thought forms will be with you every moment of the
day. You will be living in the realms of Spirit and receptive to My
Voice. You experience the intertwining of this God Spirit, this
God fragment in, through your mind. And it is no longer a
"Voice" but Being. You are lifted to the infinite realms of the
Christ Mind, of the LIGHT OF THE WORLD, which is the
tabloid of My Creative Power.
The word "fusion" has been mentioned. God in you desires to be
with you always. In truth, you and God are one, but this must
become consciously realized and vitally accepted through your
being so that you are vibrantly alive in God as I AM.
There is a longing of that God Spirit in you - the Thought
Adjuster - to be one with you. As you attain the divine personality
and are one with Divine Mind, oneness with the Father, so the
Adjuster attains a Personality. There is a mutual integrating and
sharing. A fusion takes place between the Thought Adjuster and
the human It inhabits. You become one. If you recall how Jesus
would answer His disciples, you can understand He was always
aware of His Thought Adjuster. He was actively working with
the Thought Adjuster.
The meaning of fusion with the Thought Adjuster is that the
personality of the human being is irradiated and consumed by
the Intelligence of God. And this causes a "new man"
(consciousness rearranged) to emerge: the GodSelf, the "I AM."
Man (the human being) becomes a divine personality with a God
Mind. The Adjuster tells us: We walk hand in hand.
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a love that is, in truth, universal cooperation. It is a degree of God
containment.
Now here's another thought for you ... When you recognize the
divine Creative Power within you, then it must begin its ascent in
you to express the divinity of your own Christ Seed. This is the
ultimate purpose of the Creative Power: to rise in revelation. It
must be unleashed so that the living Word becomes POWER,
becomes trinitized, AND MANIFESTS FORM. From this we
can see that the Thought Adjuster, aligned with the Creative
Power, would consummate My Word. Thus you think as
illumined being, as the Thought Adjuster: Thought of God:
Melchizedek.
ONE WITH GOD
As you rise in Creative Power, you willingly give way to God's will.
Your will is very much put to the task. You make the decision that
God's will be activated in your heart and mind. It is you who
decide. It is your responsibility to align with the Christ. As you
enter - in agreement and willingly - the will of God, you invest
yourself with Universe responsibility. You literally become a
citizen of the Universe and are in line with the planetary hierarchy
and the Jesus Resurrection. You enter the rhythm of Creator
Michael, the Universe Creator. He, in turn, is in line and in
agreement with the Father's Love for all creation, and His holy
and divine Plan.
You can set up a line of communication with your Adjuster: a
recognition, a willingness to serve, a desire for fusion or union.
Those things can become a part of your life right now. Enjoy the
relationship. Because we, the Adjuster and I in proper fusion,
become partners in the ascendence.
You are not alone. I already want you. I AM not concerned with what you
think is "bad" or "good." Give these things up - these thoughts of judgment.
Live in the Presence. Today is a new day in Me. Release the tension and raise
your thoughts heavenward. I AM Consciousness Divine.
The Thought Adjuster is the Father Fragment. It is the Father
within. Jesus spoke of the Father within quite frequently. He
brought you an awareness of the closeness of the Father. He
introduced this Energy into your aura. He programmed you into a
new state of awareness. As you experience contact with the the
Father Fragment, there is a joy, a rapture. There is a sense that
your Father is well-pleased and that He gives you the Kingdom.
There is the sense of this - the pleasure of His company in you.
This pleasure of the Father can cause translation and fusion.
THOUGHT IS BODY
As we align with the GodSelf and the Thought Adjuster begins to
penetrate our energy field, we realize that thought is our body,
consciousness is body. That which we have thought of as
"physical body" is product of thought. The thought decrees the

body. In this way do we begin to take control over and
through the material form. It is no longer solid,
dense. It can be likened to soft and pliable clay and it
can be changed. This is what the miracle of the
second Birth is all about.
Perhaps you are now in the appearance of a
particular material body - a particular physical body.
But - and remember this very carefully - you ace no
longer subject to it. It is subject to you. Your material
form can change at Will.
When you align with God The Father, you are Spirit.
The dominant force in your life is Spirit. He Who
gave you His form is immortal.
We are spirit. We are soul. We are the sonship. The
divine Presence penetrates our life energy and we are
one. So something occurs as we come closer and
closer to God through the act of fusion, and through
the act of translation, where we lose the sense of
identity with the physical form. We are no longer
"physical" but spiritual. The consciousness translates
into a higher level of containment. God and man are
one. And we realize we can come and go. We are not
subject to one dimension but to the All-Dimension
that is God. No longer are we attached to the
appearance. We are vibrant in our Be-ing. We are no
longer "physical." We are immortal.
There is no need for death, because we can translate
right out of it.
You can remain here as long as it is needed. You can
go from planet to planet and enter many different
systems of the universe as you understand the
oneness of Mind. Whatever is necessary will be. You
are in the order of the Kingdom. The body - form that is necessary will be projected. This according to
the laws of your universe, your planetary system. The
dust particles under the particular law of the planet
(any and all planets have their own energy frequency)
will activate through your consciousness a
body-form quite acceptable to the area you are
visiting whether it be Venus, Saturn or Earth.
Consciousness is law and the consciousness of the
planet will guide in the formation and expression of
your materialized form. You can always appear and
disappear. Remember that. Form is thought. The
activity of your Thought Adjuster guides the
radiation.
In this way, you are the light of the world. You are the
light of the world. YOU are no longer imprisoned in
a body. You are no longer caught by a denser
radiation called "the physical body." Because you are
Page 9

detached and returned 'home', you are the governor of your
expression. Your thought decrees the form. You form out of
yourself - out of your consciousness - the necessary body, the
necessary appearance. But always you are the GodSelf and given
to that Truth.
You are not the appearance. You are one with Me in the "I AM." Here you
stay - remain - as My Child of Light.
You are simply Be-ing in the Presence of God.
After you experience fusion with the Thought Adjuster, the
Father within, you may still pinch your body and it will feel like a
physical body. But your CONSCIOUSNESS knows now in some
degree (and this will grow), that you are far more than that
physical body. That you, in this conscious union with God, have
dominion to come and go unafraid, to leave and to return, to
increase your vibrations so man can not see you, or to increase the
density so man might see you. But you are one with God, no
longer imprisoned by the appearance but free. Then you are
mortal no longer. You are the Creative Principle alive! Reseeded
in the Christ. You are the living light. The Temple of Almighty
God. And it is in this rhythm that you will breathe and feed and
have your home. For you come now to the Source.
As you draw close to the Father within, the Father within draws
close to you. More and more light. More and more light focused
upon you. The Devas of Form wait on your command. more and
more GodSelf In 'the fusion you have your identity. No
insecurity, no lack of confidence, no unsteadiness of direction. A
clear bell rings - that of the celebration Home.
You see, blessed are they who follow the Christ within, who leads
them to this light.
So the Father comes to the son, and the son invites the Father in.
And then the Adjuster fusion can take place, at the invitation of
the soul, so yearning to be free.
As this Thought Adjuster fusion occurs and oneness is attained
with the Adjuster, the Father within, then it can be said and
projected arightly that that one - in oneness with God - is
Melchizedek. As fusion occurs, you have entered into the
perfection that is God. The I AM.
You see how close God is and with what authority He rules. How
infinite is the Presence in the many domains of His experience!
And as you enter a new era of Creative Power, go with the
Thought Adjuster, registered in your mind and heart, that you
might loose this power of Me justly and rightly. And from this
come forth as Sons of God, radiations of My own Being. I rule
My kingdom well. And man and God are one.
It was Jesus' walk upon this planet that drew the Thought
Adjuster close and brought this manifestation into promise. Thus
the mass distribution, the given gift of the Thought Adjuster for
all humanity was released at the Pentecost BY DISPENSATION
OF THE SON, or Creator Michael (living as Jesus). So again, we

must recognize and realize the Creator Son as He
implanted the soul of Man in the Kingdom of God.
And it is the Thought Adjuster's work to draw you
ever closer to Me. And you can truly say: I walk with
God. Order of Melchizedek.
(From University Paper no. 56. Copyright by Patricia
Jepsen)
Thought for Meditation
• HE WHO GIVES HIMSELF TO ME IS NOT
SUBJECT TO DEATH.

The City of Light can be attributed to a
Community of Light where The Christ
Truth flows freely through all, thereby
eliminating fear, sickness and disease. It
is a city of one consciousness with God. To
this City do we aspire and for this have we
all found ourselves in this Sacred
University of Melchizedek under the
direction of our Lord Sananda - Okey

“Voices” and “The Inner Voice”
continued from page 6

My perspective. As you learn to listen and
give yourself up to Me, the true Voice will be
heard. And it will be your voice and My Inner
Voice at one. That is the presence of unity in
your system.
7) Be unified in Me. Wear My Inner Voice as
your Christ Mind. Listen to the "still, small
Voice" that initiates you into My life of
creative power and joyous learning. That still,
small Voice becomes your passageway into
the embodiment of the mind that was in
Christ Jesus.
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A Gathering
August 8th-10th
The University of Melchizedek
Presents:

"Saint Germain and the Magic of Being"
In the presence of this Great One we will experience the momentous increase in vibration as
the Planet harmony comes into existence. Waves of Harmony will engulf this Earth at 8-8-8
and realization will come that we are standing in the field of Light wherein all things are made.
The Master will be very much a part of this gathering, as He speaks and guides us into the
revelation of the Mighty I AM Presence and the Creative Potential within us all.
Evening meditations at the Mountain.
Vegetarian or Vegan lunch and supper
Open Donation
RSVP as early as possible

A New correspondence course for those who want to

Catch the Magic!
Thank you -- and St Germain -- so much for this course. It is Delightful! So light, uplifting and fun and so
needed right now, as at times I, for one, can become a bit 'serious' and bogged down in this journey. But not
with this course!
-- V.A., Australia

The Mountaintop Teachings from the Order of Melchizedek present
A Lesson Series in Four Parts
Sponsored by the Master Saint Germain with Crystal
20 lessons -- Suggested Donation $100
Part One: Fairy Dust
Part Two: In the Company of Angels
Part Three: Having Fun with the Creative Substance
Part Four: Sparkles, Crystals and New Life
This is a world of laughter, pure joy and creativity that harmonizes with the angelic kingdoms.
If you have been feeling it is time-your time-to lighten up a bit,
This course may be for you!
Available through the online store or University Office
As always your VISA, Master Card, Discover and AMEX are welcome.
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